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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper a duality principle is formulated for statements about skew 
field extensions of finite (left or right) degree. A proof for this duality 
principle is given by constructing for every extension L/K of finite degree a 
dual extension LJK, . These dual extensions are constructed by embedding 
a given L/K in an inner Galois extension N/K. 
The Appendix shows that such an embedding can always be constructed, 
and introduces the notion of an inner closure N for L/K. 
In Section 1 some properties of inner Galois (or bicentral) extensions are 
mentioned, leading to the notion of a dual extension and the duality 
theorem. 
In Section 2 it is shown that the basic structures of LJK can be described 
by those of a dual extension L,/K,. A survey of this is the translation table 
at the end of Section 2. Based on these translations the general duality 
principle is formulated. 
In Section 3 we establish dual connections between a number of notions 
known in the literature. For instance, it appears that cyclic Galois exten- 
sions and binomial extensions are duals of each other. 
In Section 4 dual connections are used to prove in an easy way some 
results on cyclic Galois extensions, generalizing Amitsur’s results [l]. 
Compared to [S], in this paper in Section 1 the proofs are much shorter 
and generalized to the new notion of a predual extension. In Sections 2 and 
4 derivations are also handled. Section 3 follows some parts of Chapter 7 of 
[S]. In Section 4 most of the material is new, although some special cases 
already were handled in [S]. The construction in the Appendix is new. 
We continue with some basic terminology. By a field we mean a skew 
field; we denote fields by K, L, N, D, E with or without subscripts. If Kc L 
* I am indebted to Professor P. M. Cohn for reading an earlier version of this paper and 
giving some useful advice. 
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then by Z,(K) we denote the centralizer of K in L, and Z(K) denotes the 
center of K. If Kc N and Z,Z,(K) = K we call K bicentral in N (or N/K is 
inner Galois). The following rules are useful: 
Z,(G) = Z,(K, 1 
Kc ZJdK) 
whenever K, c K2 
Z,Z,Z,W) = Z,(K) 
ZM, . &I = Z,(K, 1 n ZdK,) 
wZ,( K) = Z,(oK) if o E Aut(L), 
The structure of duality implies that one has to deal with a left-right 
switch while dualizing. This means that for every notion we use both the 
left-form and the right-form whenever one of them is defined. The same for 
notations: for instance, automorphisms are sometimes written on the left 
and sometimes on the right of the elements on which they act. 
If t E N, by 1, we denote the left-multiplication x --t t . x, sometimes 
restricted to a subfield L of N. 
An element 8 of L* is called a left-normalizing element of L/K if OK c K8. 
If L/K has a left basis consisting of left-normalizing elements we call L/K a 
left-normalizing extension and such a basis a left-normalizing basis; in that 
case the commutation rules for the elements of K with respect to this basis 
are in diagonal form. Therefore in [S] the word “diagonal” is used for 
“normalizing.” If 8 is both a left- and right-normalizing element of L/K, we 
speak of a normalizing element of L/K. The set of these is called the nor- 
malizer of K* in L* and is denoted by N,.(K*). 
We call L/K a left G-crossed product if G is a group and there are given 
elements Oi (iE G) in L and pi+i (i, Jo G) in K such that Oi, ig G is a left- 
normalizing basis of L/K and rules of multiplication e,e, = pi, jeii hold for 
all i, Jo G. In that case Oi, ie G is called a G-basis. Notice that a binomial 
extension [3, p. 611 is a G-crossed product for a cyclic group G, and that a 
normalizing basis of the form 1, 8, 8*, . . . . P1 gives a pseudolinear exten- 
sion with zero derivation. 
1. DUAL EXTENSIONS 
We assume Kc L and Kc N. By f??‘,(L, N) we denote the set of left 
K-linear maps of L into N. We consider it as a right N-linear space. As 
in [4, p. 1591 we have the following lemma; this lemma gives a relation 
between some left and right dimensions. Notice that we differentiate 
between infinite dimensions by considering them as (infinite) cardinalities. 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let KC N c N, be given. Then the following hold 
(a) [L : K],s dim;!$(L, N). 
(b) Assume, moreover, [L : K], < CO. Then 
[L : K],= dim’,Q!‘,(L, N) 
f?!‘,(L, N,) = $(L, N) . N,. 
If4 1 > ***, 4” are elements of !2’JL, N) then these are right independ- 
ent over N tf and only if they are over N1, They form a basis of 
!&(L, N) over N iff they form a basis of L?‘,(L, N,) over N, . 
Proof Let ei, ie I, be a left basis of L/K. The dual elements 
e,? E !$(L, N) defined by the relations e,+(e,) = 1 if i=j and zero else are 
right independent over N. This proves (a). 
Now assume [L : K], < 00. Then the e: , Jo Z, form a (dual) basis of 
!2?‘,(L, N) over N. Therefore the dimensions are equal; since the same holds 
for N, we have !$(L, N,) = !G!‘,(L, N). N,. 
Finally, suppose dr, . . . . 4, E !2i(L, N) are right independent over N. 
Extend them to a basis of Q(?‘,(L, N) over N. This basis spans I?‘,(L, N, ) as a 
right N,-space, hence must be independent over N, too. 1 
From now on we assume KC L t N and K, = Z,,,(L), L, = Z,(K). Every 
element t E L I induces the left K-linear mapping 1, : x + t . x from L into N. 
These I, for t E L, span a right N-space ‘$I c !i$( L, N). The following lemma 
gives a link between L, and !2’,(L, N) using these left multiplications. 
LEMMA 1.2. dim’,%= [L, : K,],. In particular, if tie L, for iE I, then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) ti, i E Z, are right independent over K,. 
(ii) II,, i E Z, are right independent over N. 
(iii) the K-homomorphisms oi: L + N given by x--f tixt,:’ are right 
independent over N. 
Furthermore, if [L : K],< CO then [L, : K,] 5 [L : K],. 
Proof (i) => (ii) Suppose I,, ie Z, are dependent over N. Then we can 
find Ai E N, not all zero, such that C 1,. li = 0, 1, = 1 for some i,, and such 
that {i E II iii # 0} is minimal. Let x E L be given; for any y E L we have 
1 tix. y& = c l,(xy) Ai = 0 
1 t,X’IZiy=C I,,(X) li'y=O* 
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From minimality it follows that for every iEZ and y E L, yA,= liy. 
Therefore ,Ii E K1 . Now take x = 1. 
(ii) 3 (i) Suppose ti, ieZ, are right dependent elements of L, over 
K,, say C t,& = 0 for some A, E Kr Then for any x E L we have 
c l,,(x) Ai = c fixA; = c tJiX = 0. 
Hence the Z,, i E Z, are dependent over N. 
(ii) => (iii) This is easy; the remainder follows from 1.1. m 
Combining 1.1 and 1.2 we see that something special happens in case 
[L : K],= [L, : K,],. The following theorem shows that this is the case if 
K is bicentral in N. This generalizes Corollary 2 of p. 49 of [3]. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let KC L c N be a chain of fields with K bicentral in N. 
With K, = Z,(L) and L, = Z,(K) we have: 
(a) The following are equivalent: 
(i) [L : K],< co, 
(ii) [L, : K,], < co, 
(iii) dim;% < co, 
(iv) dimkf?k(L, N) < co. 
(b) If (i)-(iv) of (a) are satisfied, then 
[L:K],=[L,:K,], 
2l= !i$(L, N) 
and L is bicentral in N. 
Proof (a) (i)* (ii)0 (iii) follows from 1.2. (iv)-(i) follows from 
1.1. 
We prove (ii) * (i) and (b). Apply 1.2 to L,/K, and L/K: 
CZ,W,) : Z,&)l,S CL, : K,l,S CL : 4,. 
Since Z,(L,) = K and L c Z,(K, ) we have 
CL : 05 CZivW,) : Kl,= L-Ziv(K,) : ZdL,)I,. 
We see (i) holds and (b). 1 
We come to the following notions: 
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DEFINITION. We call L/K and LJK, dual (in N) if 
K, = Z,(L), K= ZAG) 
L, = Z,(K), L = Z,( K, ). 
We call L,/K, a left predual of L/K (in N) if [L : K],= [L, : K,],c CO. 
We also say “L,lK, is a dual of LfK” or “L/K has a dual in N.” In the 
following proposition it is established in (iii) that in case [L : K],< CO 
duality implies preduality. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Assume KC L c N and K, = Z,(L), L1 = Z,(K). 
(a) The following hold: 
Z(K) = Kn L, c Z(L,) 
Z(L)=LnK,cZ(K,) 
Z,(K)= Ln L, cZ,,(K,). 
Zf L/K and L,/K, are dual in N then the inclusions are equalities. 
(b) Assume [L : K],< CO. Then: 
(i) L,fK1 is a left predual of LfK if and only tf 2l= !$(L, N). 
(ii) LfK and L,/K, are dual in N tf and only tf K is bicentral in N. 
(iii) L/K and LJK, are dual in N if and only if 
L,/K, is a left predual of L/K 
and 
L/K is a right predual of L,/K,. 
Proof: (a) This is easy to verify. 
(b) Part (i) follows from 1.1 and 1.2; (ii) and (iii) follow from 1.3. B 
Notice that the notion of dual extension is right-left symmetric, so if both 
[L : K], and [L : K], are finite, and L,lK, is a dual of L/K, then LJK, is a 
right and left predual of L/K. 
The following proposition asserts that, if L/K has a left predual in N, 
then L/K also has a left predual in any extension of N, it follows from 1.1 
and 1.2. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Assume L/K has a left predual LJK, in N, t,E L, for 
i E Z and NO = L( ti; i E I). For N, 2 NO the following are equivalent: 
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(i) ii, ie Z, are right independent elements of Z,,(K) over Z,,(L). 
(ii) I,, in I, are right independent elements of !2k(L, N,) over N,. 
(iii) ti, iE I, are right independent elements of L, over K,. 
The same equivalence hold if “independent elements” is replaced by “basis.” 
In particular L/K has a left predual in NO and in every extension of N. 1 
Theorem 1.3 is one of the two fundamental steps to construct dual exten- 
sions. The other step is the construction of inner closures (see Appendix). 
This enables us to formulate: 
DUALITY THEOREM 1.6. (a) Existence. Every LjK can be embedded in 
an N such that L/K has a dual in N. 
(b) Dual correspondence. Suppose L/K has a left predual L,fK1 in N, 
and @ and Q1 are the lattices of intermediate fields of L/K and L,/K, . Then 
q5: D + Z,(D) 
is an injective anti-homomorphism of @ into @, and 
L-W) : W)l, = CE : 01, 
for all D, E E @ with D c E; in this case 4(D)/&E) is a left predual of E/D. 
If; moreover, L/K and L,/K, are dual in N then Q is an anti-isomorphism 
between @ and @I with inverse D, + Z,(D,) and for every D, E E @ with 
DC E, ++r(D)/&E) and E/D are dual in N. 
(c) Uniqueness. Suppose L/K has a left predual in N. Then N can be 
extended to an N, such that L/K has a dual in N,. Assume such an N, is 
given, and L2/K2 is the dual of L/K in NI. If bi is the lattice of intermediate 
fields of LJK, then D, -+ D2 n N is an inj’ective homomorphism of Qz in a1 
which preserves right degrees, with one-sided inverse D, + K2 . D, . Any right 
basis of such D,/K, is also a basis of K2 . D,/K,. Moreover, if L,/K, is also a 
dual of L/K, then D2 + D, n N is an isomorphism between Q2 and O1 with 
inverse D, --f K,.D,. 
Proof (a) Existence. This follows from the inner closure construction 
(see Appendix). 
(b) Dual correspondence. The case that L/K and L1/K1 are dual in N 
follows from 1.3. General case: also from 1.3 it follows that any N, such 
that N/K has a dual in N, provides a dual extension of L/K, say L,IK,. If 
D, E E @ with D c E, then from a comparison according to 1.2, 
CL : El,CE: D&CD : Kl,Z CL, : W)l,CW) : W)I,CW) :&I,, 
it follows that these degrees must be equal, so qb(D)/&E) is a left predual of 
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E/D. Therefore any right basis of #(D)#(L) is a right basis of 
Z,,(D)/Z,,(L). From this it follows that 4 is injective in the general case 
that L/K has a left predual in N. 
(c) Uniqueness. In (b) we saw the first part of (c). Suppose L/K 
has a left predual in N and a dual LJK, in N1 ZJ N. If D2 E Q2, then 
D2 = Z,,(D) for some D = Z,,(D,) E @, and D, n N = Z,(D). Therefore 
D, + Z,,(D,) + Z,Z,,(D,) = D, n N is an injective homomorphism 
QZ --) Q1 which preserves right degrees. From ,Proposition 1.5 it follows 
that any basis of D2 n N= Z,(D) over K, is a basis of D, over K,. 
Therefore Kz . (D, n N) = Dz. In case LJK, is a dual of L/K, it is clear we 
have an isomorphism. 1 
In Section 2 we will give a dual description of some more of the structure 
of L/K. This will give a more far-reaching uniqueness of the dual extension 
of L/K: all basic structures of one dual L,/K, are in some sense isomorphic 
to those of another dual L,/K,. 
2. DUALIZING BASIC STRUCTURES 
The purpose of this section is to get a survey of how the basic structures 
of L/K can be translated (dualized) to basic structures of a dual LJK, of 
L/K. We already have the link between the centers and centralizer of L/K 
and those of L,/KI given by Proposition 1.4(a). Further we have the 
general link between intermediate fields of LJK and those of LJK, given by 
the Duality Theorem 1.6. In this section we successively go into the follow- 
ing basic structures: 
A. More specific intermediate fields of L/K in relation with specific 
intermediate fields of LJK,. 
B. K-homomorphisms, K-derivations, and other K-linear maps in 
relation with elements of L1/K1. 
These structures are only well dualizable in dual extensions and in case of 
finite degree. In case of preduality, essential points miss. 
As before we work with given KC L c N and K1 = Z,(L), L, = Z,(K). 
A. More Specific Intermediate Fields. 
In handling a general L/K, sometimes it is easier to split L/K into parts 
that are easier to handle. Many examples of this strategy can be found in 
the literature. A closer look at these examples shows us that two types of 
decomposing L/K are often used: 
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KcK.ZL(K)cL (see, for instance, [3, p. 61, Theorem 3.4.21) 
KcZ,Z,(K)cL (see, for instance, [3, p. 52, Corollary]). 
Notice that these specific intermediate fields are invariant, as a whole, 
under K-endomorphisms of L. We introduce: 
DEFJNNITION. L/K is called 
- central or of type 4 if KS Z,(K) = L, 
- plain or of type 2] if K = K 9 Z,(K), 
- outer or of type 4 if Z, Z,( K) = L, 
- inner or of type N if K = Z,Z,(K). 
In a similar way we can speak of L/K as an inner-central extension or of 
type 16, and so on. Notice that for the word “inner” sometimes “bicen- 
tral” is used, and that L/K is inner iff L/K has a dual inside L, namely 
Z,WYW)- 
It can be verified that the first decomposition mentioned above splits 
L/K into a central extension followed by a plain extension, and that the 
second decomposition splits L/K into an outer extension followed by an 
inner extension. In [S, Chap. 61 some more is done on these decom- 
positions. In fact almost half of the results there were found from the other 
half using the duality principle. At this point we only mention the fact that, 
in case [L : K], < co, repeated decomposing leads to a unique (standard) 
decomposition 
E 
with K-invariant intermediate fields D, E, E’, F. What interests us here is 
how these structures can be dualized. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For L/K and L,fK, dual in N the following hold: 
(a) Z,(K.Z,(K))=Z,,ZL,(K1). If, moreover, [L : K],< CO, then 
also 
Z,(Z,Z,(K)) = K, .Z,,(K,). 
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(b) L/K is of type 11 if and only if L,/K, is of type 4 If L/K is of 
type 1 then LJK, is of type 4; if moreover, [L : K], c 00, then L/K is of 
type 1 if and only if L,/K, is of type 4. 
(c) The dual of the standard decomposition of L/K is the standard 
decomposition of L,lK,, assuming that [L : K],< co. 
Proof (a) From Proposition 1.4(a) it follows that 
Ziv(K. Z,(K)) = Z,(K) n Z,Z,W) 
= Lt n ZdL,Wt) 
= Z,, Z,,Wt 1. 
Of cause, by symmetry we have Z,( K, . Z,,(K,)) = Z,Z,(K). In case 
[L : K],< co, by the duality theorem it follows that Z,(Z,Z,(K)) = 
Kt . z~,Wt ). 
(b) Note that L/K is of type 4 if and only if Z,(K) = Z(K) and that 
LJK, is of type 4 if and only if Z,,(K,)=Z(L,). Hence the first part of 
(b) follows from Proposition 1.4(a). The remainder of (b) follows from (a). 
(c) Follows from (b). See Fig. 1. 1 
B. K-Homomorphisms and K-Derivations 
From Proposition 1.5 we see that every left K-linear map L + N can be 
described by a linear combination of left multiplications by elements of L,. 
In case of more specific kinds of K-linear maps some more can be said. We 
treat K-homomorphisms and K-derivations in the following generalized 
form of the Skolem-Noether theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Skolem-Noether). Let L,/K, be a right predual of L/K 
in N, and E an intermediate field of L/K. Then the following hold: 
(a) Zf 4: E + N is a K-homomorphism, then there exists an element 
I~EL: such that xq5=O-‘xefor all xeE. 
(b) If D: E + N is a K-derivation, then there exists an element 8 E L, 
such that XD =x0 - 8x for all x E E. 
Proof Notice that E/K also has a right predual in N, hence !i!!‘,(E, N) is 
spanned over N by the I,, t E L,. 
(a) Write q5 as a linear combination of independent l,i with tie L:; 
given y E L, for any x E L compare (xy)# with x4 . yq5, as follows: 
txY)4=C le;tx) ‘Yli 
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FIGURE 1 
It follows that 
&.yq5= yl,. 
By taking 0 = Izi we finish the proof. 
(b) As in (a), but this time take ti= 1 for some i and compare (xy)D 
with xD. y + x . yD, as follows: 
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By independency of the I,, i E I, it follows that 
where iO is chosen such that ei,, = 1. Taking 8 = ;1, finishes the proof. 1 
See also [4, pp. 162, 1741. This theorem tells us that K-homomorphisms 
and K-derivations can be dualized to elements of L,. In what follows we 
take a closer look to find what can be said of these elements under more 
specific conditions, such as 4: L + L, D: L + L, or q5 E GLIK, the group of 
K-automorphisms of L. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let L,/K, and L/K be dual in N and 9 EN*. Zf o: L -+ N is 
given by x -+ @‘x6 then the following hold 
(a) 6 is a left-normalizing element of LJK, tf and only tf CO: L + L is 
a K-homomorphism of L into L. 
(b) Zf [L : K], < co or [L : K], c CO, then every left-normalizing 
element of L,/K, is also a right-normalizing element. 
Proof (a) From BZ,(L)B-’ = Z,(BL&‘) it follows that 
BZ,(L)B - ’ c Z,,,(L) if and only if BLO- ’ 1 L if and only if L 3 Lo. 
(b) ‘In this case o is an injective K-linear map of a finite-dimensional 
K-space L. Hence CO is surjective, which means 8-‘LB = L. From (a) it 
follows that l9 is also a right-normalizing element. 1 
Notice that every L,/K, can occur as some Z,(K)/Z,(L). From Lem- 
ma 2.3(b) it follows that in general in the finite-dimensional case we can 
omit the prefix “left.” In that case 8 E N,;(K:). Next we give the dual 
characterization of the group GLIK of K-automorphisms of L. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let L,/K, and L/K be dual in N with [L : K],< co. 
For any 8 EL: define the K-homomorphism n(0): L -+ N by xx(B) = O-1x@ 
Then : 
(a) n(O,)=7$0,) ifand only ifK:tI, =K:O,. 
(b) Every K-homomorphism L + N occurs as a n-image and x induces 
an isomorphism 
N,;(K: J/K: = Gw. 
Proof (a) This follows from 
4e,) = w,) 
iff e;lxe, = epxe2 for all XE L 
iff e,e;+K,. 
(b) In this case from Theorem 2.2 it follows that rz is surjective. 1 
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Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 2.4 open the possibility to interpret Galois 
extensions as duals of normalizing extensions. This will be worked out in 
Section 3. 
We give the results as in 2.3 and 2.4 for derivations. We call 8 EL a 
A-normalizing element of L/K if there exists a D: K -+ K such that 
%a=a%+Da 
for all a E K It is well known that such a D is a derivation of K If L/K has 
a left basis consisting of products of A-normalizing elements then the 
matrices induced by right multiplications ra, a E K, are triangular with ones 
on the diagonal. If K - and L- are the Lie-algebras induced by K and L, 
then the set of A-normalizing elements of L/K forms a Lie-subalgebra of 
L- normalizing K -. We denote it by N,-(K -). Now we have the follow- 
ing analogue of 2.3 and 2.4: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let L,fK, and L/K be dual in N with [L : K],< CO. 
For any 8 E L we define the K-derivation z(e): L + N by XT(%) = x% - %x. 
Then the following hold: 
(a) 8 is a A-normalizing element of L,/K, if and only if z(%) is a 
K-derivation of L into L. 
(b) r(%,)=z(%,) ifandonfy ij”%,+K1=%2+K1. 
(c) Every K-derivation L -+ N occurs as a T-image and T induces an 
isomorphism of Lie-algebras 
NL;(K;)/K; gDer(L/K). 
Proof: (a) Suppose a E K, . Then for any x E L 
x.(%a-a%)=x%a-ax% 
=(%x+xr(%)).a~-a.(%x+xr(%)) 
=(%a-a%).x+xz(%).a-a.xz(%). 
Hence x commutes with %a - a% if and only if XT(%) commutes with a. This 
proves (a). 
(b) Suppose r(%,) = z(%,). ‘Then for all x E L 
x%,-%,x=x%*-%*x. 
This can be rewritten to 
x(%, - %,) = (%, -8,)x. 
Hence 8, - %* E Z,(L) = K, . The converse is clear. 
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(c) From Theorem 2.2(b) it follows that every K-derivation 
D: L + N occurs as a t-image. Especially this holds for the K-derivations 
L + L. Now the isomorphism follows from (b). 1 
With this result we finish the section on K-homomorphisms and 
K-derivations. Now we have dualized a number of basic structures (see 
Table 2.6). This list can be extended to more specific structures, such as 
TABLE 2.6 
List of Dual Structures 
Centers and 
centralizer 
Z(K) 
Z(L) 
Z,(K) 
.w,) 
Z(K, 1 
Z,,W,) 
Centers and 
centralizer 
Intermediate 
fields 
KcDcL 
K.Z,(K) 
ZLZLW) 
Standard decomposition Standard decomposition 
DEV 
KcD FcL 
0 0 
E 
type Ll 
type 2J 
tYPe 4 
type id 
type 4 
type LTJ 
tYPe 2l 
type II 
Intermediate 
fields 
K,cD,cL, 
Z,,Z,,W,) 
K, . Z,,W,) 
K-Mappings Elements 
Homomorphisms 
&L-N BEL: 
&L+L 0 normalizing element of L,/K, 
G UK N,;W:YG 
Derivations 
D:L-+N OfZL, 
D:L+L 0 d-normalizing element of LJK, 
Der(L/K) N,;W; )I&- 
Elements 
(the converse of the above) 
K,-Mappings 
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binomial extensions which appear as duals of cyclic Galois extensions (see 
Section 3). Also the dual relations from this list can be used to find dual 
statements of known statements. This provides a (meta-mathematical) 
duality principle: 
Every statement formulated in terms of basic structures considered 
here can be dualized to a dual statement, which is true if and only 
if the original statement is true. Sometimes also proofs can be 
dualized and can provide new proofs. 
3. GALOIS EXTENSIONS AND NORMALIZING EXTENSIONS 
In this section we study Galois extensions and normalizing extensions, 
which appear to be duals of each other. First a lemma on normalizing 
extensions. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume [L : K] t < co. Zf L is generated over K (as a field) 
by the normalizing elements ei, ie I, then L/K is a normalizing extension, 
with a normalizing basis consisting of products of the Oi. 
Proof One can easily verify that the left K-linear space R spanned by 
all products of the Bi is a subring of L. Since [L :.K], < co this subring 
must be a field; therefore R = L. 1 
The next theorem makes use of rc as defined in 2.4. Remember that in 
case of preduality n was surjective, so given o we can always find a 8, with 
n( e,) = 0. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let LJK, and L/K be dual in N with [L : K],< co. The 
following are equivalent: 
(i) L/K is a Galois extension, 
(ii) L,/K, is a normalizing extension. 
Further, assume that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. 
(a) rf G = GLIK is a submonoid with K = Inv G and tI,, w E G, are 
elements of LF such that ntI, = o, then O,, ie I, is a normalizing basis for 
L,/K, for some subset IC G. 
(b) IfBi,iEI,isanormalizingbasisforL,IK,,andG={n(B,)IiEZ}, 
then Inv G = K. 
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Proof. We start with the following observation: if Qi, in Z, are normaliz- 
ing elements of L ,/K, and G = { n( 0,) 1 i E Z}, then 
InvG=LnZ,({8,~i~Z}) 
=ZdKl)nZd{~iIi~Z}) 
= ZN(K,(Oi; iEZ)). 
(a) and (i) * (ii) By 2.3 the 8,, o E G, are normalizing elements of 
L,/K,. From the observation, by duality it follows that L1 is generated 
over K, by 8,, o E G. By Lemma 3.1 we see that L,/K, has a normalizing 
basis consisting of products of the 8,, w E G. We are done if we prove that 
for any oi, o2 E G there exists a il E K, with 
In fact this follows from 2.4(a) and 
m,, . e,,) = 4e,,) . de,,) 
= 4e,,d 
(b) and (ii) * (i) Follows from the observation. a 
One can use this dual relation between Galois extensions and normaliz- 
ing extensions to derive the main theorems of finite Galois theory from 
duality. There is an analogue of Dedekind’s lemma for the dependence of 
normalizing elements. This line is worked out in [S, Chap. 71. At this point 
we continue asserting dual relations between different notions. The first 
specific Galois extension we consider is the G-regular Galois extension, that 
is, a Galois extension L/K such that Inv G = K and card(G) = [L : K] 
(both finite). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let L,/K, and LfK be dual in N with [L : K],c 00. The 
following are equivalent : 
(i) L/K is a regular Galois extension. 
(ii) LJK, is a crossed product. 
Further, assume that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. 
(a) Suppose G is a subgroup of GLIK such that L/K is G-regular. If 
elements e,, w E G, of L: are given such that xw = 0;’ x0, for x E L, and 
tIid= 1, then t3,, OE G is a G-basis of L,fK,. 
(b) Suppose tJi, i E G, is a G-basis of L,/K, for some group G. lf for 
481/119/l-2 
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ie G we define CO, E GLIK y b xwi = 0,: ‘x9, then i -+ wi is an embedding of G 
into G,,,; identtfication of G with its image in GLIK makes L/K a G-regular 
extension. 
Proof (a) and (i) =z. (ii) Suppose L/K is G-regular. From Theorem 3.2 it 
follows that 8,, WE G, is a normalizing basis of L,/K,. Since 
~(0~0,) = X(0,), L,/K, is a G-crossed product with G-basis Oj, in G. 
(b) and (ii) = (i) Suppose L,/K, is a G-crossed product with G-basis 
Oi, ic G. It is clear that i -+ wi is a homomorphism. If oi = id, then 
Oi E Z,(L) = K,, so i = e, the unit element of G. We see that i + oi is an 
embedding. Theorem 3.2 implies that Inv G = K. Furthermore, by the 
duality theorem card(G) = [L, : K,] = [L : K]. 1 
Theorem 3.3 generalizes Theorem 3.3.8 on page 55 of [3]. The following 
corollary establishes that binomial extensions and cyclic Galois extensions 
are duals of each other. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let L,lK, and L/K be dual in N with [L : K], < CO. 
The following are equivalent: 
(i) L/K is a cyclic Galois extension. 
(ii) L,/K, is a binomial extension. 
Further, assume that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. 
(a) Suppose o E GLIK of order n is given such that Inv o = K. If 8 E N* 
is such that xo = B-lx0 for all x E L, then 8 is a generator of the binomial 
extension L,/K, . 
(b) Suppose 0 is a generator of the binomial extension L,lK,, and 
UEGL/K is given by xo = @‘x0 for XE L. Then w has order n and 
Inv w  = K. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let L,IK, and L/K be dual in N with [L : K], < co. 
(a) Assume L,/K, is a pseudolinear extension with generator 0 and 
zero derivation. Define w E GLIK y b xo=&‘xOandtakeG= {w’JieZ}, the 
cyclic group generated by co. Then Inv G = K. 
(b) Assume G is a cyclic subgroup of GLIK, say generated by w, and 
assume Inv G = K. Let an element 0 of LF be given such that xo = 0-‘x8 for 
all x E L, then L,/K, is a pseudolinear extension with generator 8 and zero 
derivation. 
(c) In particular (a) and (b) imply that the following are equivalent: 
(i) L,/K, is a pseudolinear extension with zero derivation. 
(ii) There exists a cyclic subgroup G (possibly infinite) of GLIK with 
Inv G = K, 
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Proof. (a) Apply Theorem 3.2(b) with 8,;= 8’ for i=O, . . . . n - 1. 
(b) From 3.2(a) it follows that 1,8, B2, . . . span L1 over K,. Let m 2 0 
be maximal such that 1, 0, . . . . P-i are left independent over K,. Then all 
higher powers of 0 are linear combinations of these 1, 8, . . . . 8”- ‘. Therefore 
m=n. 1 
This proposition again gives a link between two notions known in the 
literature, namely, pseudolinear extensions and invariant fields of one 
automorphism or of a cyclic group of automorphisms, which are dealt with 
in Bortfeld [23. 
Many of the results of this section have counterparts for the case of 
derivations instead of automorphisms. One can define notions of d-nor- 
malizing extension and d-Galois extension such that these are duals of 
each other. We will not go into the details of this at this point, although 
in Section 4 some special cases are treated in relation with binomial 
extensions. 
4. APPLICATIONS OF DUALITY 
We continue with binomial extensions and cyclic Galois extensions. If 8 
is a binomial generator of L/K of degree n then we have the norm 
RN,(I;S)=I.S(A). -.* .s”-‘(A) 
for 1 E N=, L; here S is given by S(x) = 8x8- ‘. Further take p= 8”. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let LJK be binomial with generator 8 of degree n, and 
KC L c N. Zf I E N* and Cl1 = 18, then the following hold: 
(4 e;=h with pl = RN,(IZ; S)p, and, B,a = S,(a)8, with 
s,(a)=AS(a)l-‘for a6K. 
(b) The following are equivalent: 
(i) 8 + 8, induces a K-isomorphism between L and K(8,). 
(ii) RN,(A; S) = 1 and 1 E Z,(K). 
Proof. (a) This is easy to verify. 
(b) (i) * (ii) If (i) holds, then p1 = p and S1 = S, hence (ii) follows 
from (a). 
(ii) * (i) We must prove that X” - p is the minimal polynomial of 
8,. The K-homomorphisms 
no, a: K[X; S] + N 
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with Q(X) = 19 and rc(X) = O1 satisfy 
K[X; S] (X” - p) = ker rcO c ker rc. 
Since L zK K[X, S]/ker n, is a field, ker q, is a two-sided ideal, maximal as 
a left ideal. Therefore ker q, = ker rc. This gives the K-isomorphism between 
L and K(8,). 1 
Using duality it is very easy to give the following characterization of 
cyclic Galois extensions: 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume Z(K) n Z(L) contains a primitive nth root of 
unity, where [L : K] I = n. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) L/K is a binomial extension. 
(ii) L/K is a cyclic Galois extension. 
Proof: (i)* (ii) If c is a primitive root of unity in Z(K) n Z(L), then 
S(c) = [ and RN,([; S) = 5” = 1. Lemma 4.1(b) gives that 19 + (6 induces a 
K-automorphism o of L, which is of order n. It is easily verified that for 
x = C::d a,# EL one has w(x) = x if and only if x E K. Hence Inv CO = K. 
(ii) * (i) Follows from (i) =z. (ii) in a dual L,/K1 of L/K, using 3.4. 1 
This theorem generalizes the results of Amitsur Cl] (see also [3, p. 671) 
by dropping the condition “outer” and simplifies the proof a lot. 
The following result is a generalization of the corollary on p. 68 of [3]. 
THEOREM 4.3 (Hilbert 90). Let L/K be a cyclic Galois extension and let 
u E L satisfy RN,(a; w) = 1, where co is a K-automorphism of order n with 
K= Inv co. Then there is a j3 E L* with a =b-’ .0(B). 
Proof: Take a dual L,/K1 of L/K in some N. By 3.4 we have a binomial 
generator of L,/K, such that w(x)= 0x0-i for all XE L. Now apply 
Lemma 4.1 (b) on tl and LJK, . From Proposition 2.4 it follows that the 
K,-homomorphism 4: L, + N given by 19 + a6 can be described by a 
p E L*: d(x) = p-ix/? for all x E L,. Taking x = 0 finishes the proof. 1 
The above results and their proofs illustrate how duality can be used to 
find new results and to prove them in a completely different way, compared 
with the usual proofs. In a similar way one can find new proofs for the 
classical results of Wedderburn on finite skew fields and of Frobenius on 
finite-dimensional extensions of the real numbers. 
Most of the results of this section have counterparts for the case of 
derivations instead of automorphisms. We sketch some of these: 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Assume char(K) = p. Let LJK, be a dual of L/K. The 
following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a K-derivation D,: L + L with DP, = D, and D,x = 0 
if and only if x E K. 
(ii) L,/K, has a left basis 1, 8, . . . . ep-’ with tJP-O=uEKK1, where 6 is 
a A-normalizing element of LJK,. 
Zf (i) and (ii) are satisfied then one can relate D,, and 0 by 
D,x=6x-xe for xEL. 
Proof (i) => (ii) By 2.5 we can find a 8 inducing D, as an inner 
derivation. 
From (i) it follows that K= Z,(K,(B)). By the duality theorem we have 
K,(0) = L, . Since tI is a A-normalizing element of L,/K, this implies 
1, 8, . ..) Op- ’ is a left basis of L,/K, . 
From Dg = Do it follows that BP - 8 = p E K, for some p. 
(ii)*(i) Take for D, the inner derivation induced by 8; then (i) 
easily follows. 1 
This proposition again gives a link between two known types of exten- 
sions. We use it to generalize another result of Amitsur [l] (see also 
Proposition 3.5.8 on page 72 of [3]). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Assume [L : K], = char(K) = p. 
(a) The following are equivalent: 
(i) L/K is a cyclic Galois extension. 
(ii) L/K has a left basis 1, 9, . . . . BP- ’ with A-normalizing element 0 
of L/Kand Bp--6=uEK. 
Zf (i) and (ii) are satisfied then one can relate them by o(6) = 8 + 1, where o 
is a generator for the cyclic Galois group. 
(b) The following are equivalent: 
(i) L/K is a binomial extension. 
(ii) There exists a K-derivation D,: L + L with DP, = Do and 
D,x=O ifand only I~XEK. 
Zf (i) and (ii) are satisfied then one can relate them by Don = n, where n is a 
binomial generator for LfK. 
The statements in (a) and (b) are duals of each other. 
Proof: Notice that by 3.4 and 4.4 the statements in (a) and (b) are dual. 
Let L,/K, be a dual of LJK. We will make the cycle 
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L/K, (a)(i) 
II ==- (br) L’K 
L,/K, (a)(ii) t (b)(ii) L/K. 
Suppose L,/K, is cyclic Galois. Then L/K is binomial, say with generator r]. 
One easily verifies that D,q = r] defines a D,,: L + L satisfying (b)(ii). By 
4.4 we find a 0 EL, satisfying (a)(ii) for L,/K,. Again one easily verifies 
that 0 + 13 + 1 induces a K-automorphism o of L,/K, with cY’= id and 
Inv o = K,. This closes the cycle and proves 4.5. 1 
APPENDIX: INNER CLOSURES 
A useful tool is the following notion of inner closure; it is similar to the 
notion of a normal closure for an extension of commutative fields. Notice 
that we call l3,9’ E N of the same K-type if Kc N and 0 + 8’ gives a 
K-isomorphism K(0) Z~ K(0’); we call L’ a K-copy of L if L rK L’. 
DEFINITION. An extension N of K is called an inner (normal) closure of 
LfKif KcLcNand 
(i) For every 8 E N\K there exists a 0’ EN of the same K-type such 
that 8’~ 8 and the K-isomorphism 8 --t 6’ is induced by an inner 
K-automorphism of N. 
(ii) N is generated by K-copies of L of the form t-‘Lt for t E Z,(K)*. 
In this appendix we prove that every L/K can be embedded in an inner 
closure. Notice that (i) holds if and only if N/K is an inner Galois extension 
if and only if N/K is bicentral. 
PROPOSITION A.1. Assume K G$ L c N. 
(a) If K is bicentral in N then the subfield L . Z,(K) of N is an inner 
closure for L/K. 
(b) If N is an inner closure for L/K, then K is bicentral in N and 
N=L-Z,(K) and Z(N)=Z(K)nZ(L). 
Proof: (a) Take No = L . Z,(K), then Z,,(K) = Z,(K). Therefore 
NO/K is bicentral: 
Z,Z,(K)=NonZZ,Z,(K)=N,nZZ,Z,(K)=K. 
Take Ni the subfield of N, generated by all t-‘Lt for teZ,,(K)*. Then 
t-‘N,tc N, for all t EZ,(K)*. From the Cartan-Brauer-Hua theorem it 
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follows that Z,(K) c N, or Z,(K) c Z,,(N,) (see [4, p. 1863). In the first 
case we have N,, = N, and we are done. In the second case 
Then we have the contradiction 
L c Z&Z,(L) = Z&Z,(K) = K. 
(b) In case N itself is an inner closure for L/K, both N and L . Z,(K) 
are generated by the fields t - ‘Lt for t E Z,(K)*. So N = L . Z,(K). Finally, 
Z(N) = Z,(N) = Z,(L .Z,(K)) 
= Z,(L) n Z,Z,W) 
= Z,(L) n K 
= Z(K) n Z(L). 1 
Next we make constructions for inner closures. The following key-lemma 
is helpful for that (see Cohn [3, p. 1203). It provides in an extension 
(infinitely) many K-copies of elements of L which are tied by inner K- 
automorphisms. 
KEY-LEMMA A.2. (a) Given L/K there exists an extension E of L and 
an element t E Z,(K)* such that t-‘xt # x for every x E L\K. 
(b) One can take the E of (a) of the form E = Lo k K(t); this field 
contains as a subfield the field coproduct of countably many K-copies of L in 
the form of ipzo k t-‘Lt’. 
This lemma introduces new elements for which again K-copies should be 
constructed, of course by the same construction. So applying repeatedly 
this lemma gives us an inner closure: 
PROPOSITION A.3. For every L/K there exists an inner closure N. 
(a) One can choose N as 
N=LQ,D with D = iTI 0 k K(ti) 
and ti, ill, are commuting with the elements of K. 
(b) It is also possible to choose N as the field 
N= L(t,, tl, . ..) 
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generated by L and ti, il 1, satisfying 
t1 E Z/v(K) 
ti E Z,(L) for iz2 
titj= tjti for jLif2. 
In that case also L is bicentral in N. 
Proof We may assume K q L. 
(a) We construct a chain 
EO=KcL=E,cEz~E3~ ’ . . igl Ei = NY 
where for iz 1 
Then we have (by the key-lemma) 
ti E Z,(K), t*:‘xti#x for all x E E,\K. 
Therefore K is bicentral in N. Furthermore N= L(t,, t,, . ..) = L . Z,,,(K). 
From Proposition A.1 it follows that N is an inner closure of L/K. 
(b) We modify the construction of (a) by taking 
Ei+ I =Eio 4-1 Ei- I(ti)* 
Then tiEZ,(EipI), t,:‘xti#x for all XE E,\E,-,. In particular tiEZ,(K), 
and for i 2 2, ti E Z,(L). Therefore both K and L are bicentral in N. As in 
(a), N is an inner closure of L/K. 1 
In [S, Chapters 2 and 31, different constructions are made using model 
theoretic concepts like I-closed fields and generic fields. These notions are 
similar to the notion of algebraic closure for the case of commutative fields. 
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